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What is PPDT? How to do in PPDT? How to write PPDT Stories? PPDT is also known as Picture Perception and Discussion Test is one of the two tests conducted in phase 1 tests of SSB interview, another is Officer Intelligence Rating Test. The officer intelligence assessment test consists of a written test in verbal and nonverbal questions, which is very simple and doesn't count for screening, and many
candidates do well in the OIR test, but PPDT plays an important role in the screening test. Now we will discuss PPDT, what PPDT is and how to write and speak during PPDT. This would help freshpeople who will surely miss or get confused during PPDT history writing, narrative and group discussion. What is PPDT? PPDT stands for image perception and discussion test, as the name suggests, you have
to write a story on the picture shown, tell it and then discuss among group members to make a common story. How to write a story in PPDT? You will see the image for 30 seconds and then you will get 1 min to write down a few details and then 4 minutes to write your story on the page provided by the SSB. In 1 minute you have to write down the details like the gender of the characters you've seen, their
age, their mood and the character you first saw. All this information must be indicated in the box provided by SSB. Write M/F/P for male/female/person (if gender is not clear). Write +/-/0 for positive/negative/neutral sentiment. Write their age accepted by you and shown after the picture. Circle the details of the character you first saw. On the right side of the sheet, you need to write the action in your story, it
could be in 3-4 words such as saving a child, enjoying on vacation, helping a poor person etc candidate, working at PPDT group discussion image perception [Story Writing] An example of the PPDT story sheet: Suppose you have seen the image (above) while writing the story, it will be displayed for 30 seconds and then 1 min to write down a few details. Assumptions can vary from person to person, but try
to accept practically and logically, if you find the character as a woman, then write it as female but male. Details in the box According to the picture I first saw a female [F] figure on the very left side of the frame with positive mode and age around 26 years. So you can see what I mentioned in the box. I also saw another [F] on the right side of the frame with little sad facial expression (negative mood) and
about 40 years old. I've seen another character in the middle of the frame, I can't guess the gender, so I've got it Person [P] marked, but I think the age would be 45 years and the mood is neutral. These assumptions can vary from person to person, you can only see two characters and others can take it as a battlefield, so it depends on how you think and react to what you see. Action part: When I come to
the action part, I find the scene of agricultural land, i.e. agricultural/agricultural activity. After seeing the picture, some keywords came to mind, like agriculture+poor+agriculture+help+fertilizer+drought+earn+living, etc., so I took a story in my head and then I wrote the action very briefly. Your story: Once you're done with the above, you'll get 4 min to write the story, keep your story relevant to the image and
the characters you mentioned. At some point, you can't finish the story in time, but that's okay, you can add the missing parts during storytelling, but again make sure you don't completely change your story, but try to keep it relevant. Discussion Test [Individual Narration + Group Discussion] This part of the screening that can make most of us nervous actually decides that individual narratives and group
discussions decide whether to stay for the day or be screened out. So use your full ability to work well enough during narration and discussion. This part consists of two things, one is an individual narrative and another is the group discussion. After writing the story, the candidates are divided into a group of 12 -14, all group members should sit semicircular. You will be given the opportunity to reread your
story, only to revise it before the individual narrative begins. Individual narrative: Candidate with the lowest breast count begins to tell his/her story, as soon as he is finished, the next candidate begins his story. This will continue until the last candidate. Once the narration begins, the assessors do not interrupt and you should search or talk to the assessors. You will receive sufficient instructions from the
assessors before the narrative begins. Try to keep your story short and to the point, you can get a maximum of 1 min to finish your story. PPDT Group Discussion: As soon as the last candidate has completed his story, the group discussion among the group members begins without interruption by the reviewers. Usually it starts talking with 6-7 candidates/ screaming at the same time, you should keep your
composure and show maturity. The motto of the group discussion is to turn the picture shown into a common story. When the group discussion becomes a fish market, the assessors can divide the group into two. This facilitates the discussion, as there are fewer candidates in each group. You can get 5-10 min for discussion. Finally, the evaluators will stop the discussion and ask the group to leave the
room. PPDT/Screening Result: You will receive your results after a few hours, those who selected remain for the next few days for Stage II tests. Don't lose hope if you're not selected. Try to learn from your experiences. PPDT and TAT PPDT are performed in Phase 1 tests and TAT is performed during Phase 2 tests. In both you have to write a story, PPDT has a picture, but TAT has a set of 12 images. In
PPDT you need to write a specific thing on your answer sheet such as mood, sex, age, etc., but in TAT you only need one simple story based on what you've seen. PPDT has a narrative and group discussion part, but TAT is just writing the story. PPDT and TAT are two different tests in which candidates have to write a story based on the image shown to them. PPDT images are sometimes murky and it
has only one image, PPDT image history need action and identification of the number of characters, their mood and age. In the case of TAT, which has about 11 images including on blank image, the candidates are obliged to write the story only. Many candidates ask for sample PPDT and TAT images, so here are some TAT and PPDT images you might encounter in SSB during the TAT and PPDT tests.
Although most images are not exactly the same, but with matching theme. Download eBook Preparing for SSB Interview with Let's Crack SSB Interview SSB Interview eBooks: What is PPDT? PPDT stands for image perception and discussion test, as the name suggests, you have to write a story on the picture shown, tell it and then discuss among group members to make a common story. What is TAT?
Thematic Apperception Test or TAT is the first test in SSB Psychological Test Series. It is the most effective way to get a person's personality. The images shown to the candidate stimulate their thought process and he can reveal many of his hidden qualities. The real purpose of this test is to honor you without being aware of it. PPDT and TAT Original Images If you go for SSB Interview, you will find most of
the images during TAT and PPDT are with the same theme as above images. Continue practicing by writing PPDT and TAT stories on this image. You can also write your story in the comments box below. If you have a TAT or PPDT image that you would like to share with us, you can post it directly in the comments box below. I wish you more success !! Prepare for SSB Interview with Let's Crack SSB
Interview SSB Interview eBooks: What is PPDT? How to do in PPDT? How to write PPDT Stories? PPDT also known as Picture Perception and Discussion Test is one of the two tests conducted in phase one test of SSB interview, another is Officer Intelligence Rating Test. The Secret Service test consists of written tests on verbal and nonverbal questions, which is very simple and doesn't count for
screening, but PPDT plays an important role in screening. Now we will discuss PPDT, what PPDT is and how to write and speak during PPDT. This would help freshpeople who will surely miss or get confused during PPDT history writing, narrative and group discussion. What is The Officers' Intelligence Rating Test What is PPDT? PPDT stands for image perception and discussion test, such as the already
says, you have to write a story on the picture shown, tell and then discuss among group members to make a common story. You will see the image for 30 seconds and then you will get 1 min to write down a few details and then 4 minutes to write your story on the page provided by the In 1 minute you have to write down the details like the gender of the characters you've seen, their age, their mood and the
character you first saw. All this information must be indicated in the box provided by SSB. Write M/F/P for male/female/person (if gender is not clear). Write +/-/0 for positive/negative/neutral sentiment. Write their age accepted by you and as shown in the picture. Circle the details of the character you first saw. On the right side of the sheet, you need to write the action in your story, it could be written in 3-4
words like saving a child, enjoying on vacation, helping a poor or candidate who participated in PPDT group discussion An example of the PPDT history sheet: Assuming that you have seen the image (above) write during the story, it will be displayed up to 30 seconds and then 1 min for listing a few details. Assumptions can vary from person to person, but try to accept practically and logically, if you find the
character as a woman, then write it as female but male. Details in the box According to the picture I first saw a female [F] figure on the very left side of the frame with positive mode and age around 26 years. So you can see what I mentioned in the box. I also saw another [F] on the right side of the frame with little sad facial expression (negative mood) and about 40 years old. I've seen another character in
the middle of the frame, I can't guess the gender, so I've marked it as a person [P], but I think the age would be 45 years and the mood is neutral. These assumptions can vary from person to person, you can only see two characters, and others can take it as a battlefield, so it depends on how you think and react to what you see. Action part Coming to the action part, I find the scene of an agricultural
country, so that my story is related to agriculture/ agriculture. After seeing the picture, some keywords came to mind, like agriculture+poor+agriculture+help+fertilizer+drought+earn+living, etc., so I took a story in my head and then I wrote the action very briefly. Your storyOnce you're done with the above, you'll get 4 min to write the story, keep your story relevant to the image and the characters you
mentioned. At some point, you can't finish the story in time, but that's okay, you can add the missing parts during storytelling, but again make sure you don't completely change your story, but try to keep it relevant. Discussion test [Individual Narration + Group Discussion] This part of the screening, to make most of us nervous, in fact, decides that individual narratives and group discussions decide whether
to stay for the day or be sifted out. So use your full ability to work well enough during narration and discussion. This part consists of two things, one is an individual narrative and another is the group discussion. After writing the story, the candidates are placed in a group of 12 12 All group members should sit semicircular. You will be given the opportunity to reread your story, only to revise it before the
individual narrative begins. Individual narrative: Candidate with the lowest breast count will begin telling his/her story once he is done, the next candidate will begin his story. This will continue until the last candidate. Once the narration begins, the assessors do not interrupt and you should search or talk to the assessors. You will receive sufficient instructions from the assessors before the narrative begins.
Try to keep your story short and to the point, you can get a maximum of 1 min to finish your story. Group discussion: As soon as the last candidate has completed his story, the group discussion among the group members begins without interruption by the reviewers. Usually it starts talking with 6-7 candidates/ screaming at the same time, you should keep your composure and show maturity. The motto of
the group discussion is to turn the picture shown into a common story. When the group discussion becomes a fish market, the assessors can divide the group into two. This facilitates the discussion, as there are fewer candidates in each group. You can get 5-10 min for discussion. Finally, the evaluators will stop the discussion and ask the group to leave the room. Download eBook PPDT/Screening Result:
You will receive your results after a few hours, those that will be selected will be left behind for the next few days for Stage II tests. Don't lose hope if you're not selected. Try to learn from your experiences. PPDT and TAT PPDT are performed in Phase 1 tests and TAT is performed during Phase 2 tests. In both you have to write a story, PPDT has a picture, but TAT has a set of 12 images. In PPDT you
need to write certain things on your answer sheet like mood, sex, age, etc., but in TAT you just need to write a simple story based on what you've seen. PPDT has a narrative and group discussion part, but TAT is just writing the story. Read also: PPDT &amp; TAT Sample Stories How to pass the screening test in SSB, please share screening experiences and thoughts in the comments box below. Best
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